
18 USC Sec. 1519                                             
 
-EXPCITE- 
    TITLE 18 - CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
    PART I - CRIMES 
    CHAPTER 73 - OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 
 
-HEAD- 
    Sec. 1519. Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in 
      Federal investigations and bankruptcy 
 
-STATUTE- 
      Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers 
    up, falsifies, or makes a false entry in any record, document, or 
    tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influence 
    the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the 
    jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States or 
    any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or contemplation 
    of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, 
    imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 
 
-SOURCE- 
    (Added Pub. L. 107-204, title VIII, Sec. 802(a), July 30, 2002, 116 
    Stat. 800.) 
 
-End- 

 

x
Whoever knowingly

x
conceals, coversup, falsifies, or makes a false entry in any record, document,

x
with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influencethe investigation



Apple did not invent the iPhone.  Steve Jobs was shown its design in 2003-2004 along 

with a large body of supporting inventions that included the concept of an “app store”.   

What ensued was a chain reaction of deception, fraud, and snowballing criminality which 

has now found its way to the US ITC . 

 

Apple unveiled the iPhone on January 9th 2007,  and began selling it in the U.S.A.  on 

June 29th 2007.   For almost 3 years, and running contrary to its historical tendency,  

Apple had not taken legal action against a single company that copied the iPhone – until 

this week with  “HTC”.   With Nokia,  Apple did not initiate any action,  but merely 

responded in kind to the law suits brought against it first by its rival.   On Tuesday March 

2nd  the Washington Post  ran a story with the title  

“Apple finally gets around to suing somebody over its iPhone patents”.   

(Here :  

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/fasterforward/2010/03/apple_finally_gets_around_to_s

.html )  The news story goes on to say: 

 

“More than three years ago, Apple introduced a new gadget called the iPhone. 

Chief executive Steve Jobs showed off its elegant "multi-touch" interface and 

took a moment to crow over its legally sanctioned uniqueness: "And, boy, have 

we patented it!" 

Over the next three years, a succession of other devices with multi-touch 

interfaces shipped from competing vendors” 

 
 
In contrast, and consistent with its past practice, Apple sued the Florida Macintosh clone 

company Psystar within 3 months of the start of sales of its offending product.  And 

Psystar was put out of business by Apple just before Christmas 2009. 

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/fasterforward/2010/03/apple_finally_gets_around_to_s.html
http://www.engadget.com/2007/01/09/live-from-macworld-2007-steve-jobs-keynote/


January 9th 2007   

 

 

 

x
From the day of its unveiling, Apple promoted the iPhone to the public and to Wall Street as being protected by hundreds of patents which they would "vigorously defend".  But for nearly 3 years until the Nokia & HTC dispute, Apple took NO steps to halt cloning of the iPhone.  Why might that be?



From US ITC filings by Apple 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Apple Asserts these Patents against Nokia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

***--*** 
 
 
 
 

Apple Asserts these patents against “HTC” 

x
In its 2 ITC complaints, Apple has NOT cited any of the patents most associate with the iPhone's unique attributes; instead opting to cite old patents relating to its generic technical plumbing.  Why?



RSS FeedContact usTip us on news!The iPhone patent: Steven P. Jobs, inventor
by Chris Ziegler, posted May 30th 2008 at 3:33AM

The US Patent and Trademark Office has revealed a mammoth document that can only be
described as The iPhone Patent, a 371-page spectacular that covers Apple's handheld
multi-touch UI paradigm in excruciating detail. Many of the mocked-up screen shots depicted
in the paperwork are dead ringers for screens that we're well acquainted with in the
production phone, while others represent ideas that either haven't finished cooking or
eventually found their way into the Cupertino circular file (follow the break for a picture of a
home screen with dedicated "Blog" and dictionary apps, for instance). The application also
mentions "modules" for video conferencing, GPS, and other currently non-existent (though widely
expected) functionality. And in case there's any doubt over who was responsible for this compendium
of legalese, industrial design, and technical diagrams, one only need look at the header of page 1:
"Jobs et al." Yep, Steve himself wasn't the least bit shy about taking credit atop an entire column of
company A-listers for inventing the iPhone's trademark user interface, which we're guessing came
about from a mix of equal parts truth, ego, and ass-kissing from the legal department down the hall.
Seriously though, if you're Scott Forstall down there at number two on the Inventors list, what are you
going to do -- go boardroom showdown all John Sculley-style?

[Via Cellpassion]
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RSS Feed Contact us Steven P. Jobs, inventor

x

x

x
The US Patent and Trademark Office has revealed a mammoth document that can only bedescribed as The iPhone Patent, a 371-page spectacular

x
And in case there's any doubt over who was responsible for this compendiumof legalese, industrial design, and technical diagrams, one only need look at the header of page 1:"Jobs et al." Yep, Steve himself wasn't the least bit shy about taking credit

x
This page from here =>http://www.engadgetmobile.com/2008/05/30/the-iphone-patent-steven-p-jobs-inventor/

x
Also, ALL  patent filings by Apple on the iPhone "coincidentally" date to 2004+ --   Steve Jobs saw its design 2003-2004.

x

x
Why did Apple exclude this "landmark" patent from the ITC investigation? (...then include it ONLY in its Delaware suit against HTC? )



x
Also, Steve Jobs admitted before an audience right after the Memorial Day weekend that the iPhone, though unveiled and put on sale 3 yrs ahead of the iPad, originated from a Tablet.  That is consistent with my story.  The link to the video of Jobs saying that is here:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdbvAdINPPAStill further, Wall Street Journal analyst Brett Arends published an article on May 18th about "the dumbest stock trade ever" by Steve Jobs in March 2003.  What Arends didn't realize was that it wasn't a "dumb stock trade" - it was a stock trade based on the fact that Steve Jobs didn't know in March 2003 that the iPhone & iPad would be a part of Apple's future.  That is because Steve Jobs saw the designs for the iPhone  & iPad a few months later towards the end of 2003.  Thus Arends has unknowingly helped to corroborate the time line of what I have been saying.  The Arends news story can be found here:http://www.marketwatch.com/story/story/print?guid=E3B995B9-137B-4010-AFC2-44BDF2DE8EF2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdbvAdINPPA
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/story/print?guid=E3B995B9-137B-4010-AFC2-44BDF2DE8EF2


x
This one has issued

x

x
Deliberately omitted from ITC complaint by Apple.



x

x
Steve Jobs is a listed inventor

x
Deliberately omitted from ITC complaint by Apple.



x
Deliberately excluded from ITC complaint by Apple.



x
Page 2, Paragraph 3 of Apple's ITC Complaint 337-TA-704 "Accused Products" of Nokia : "including other handheld communications devices, computer devices including netbooks..."

x
Deliberately omitted from ITC complaint by Apple.



http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/03/technology/03patent.html?hpw 

The NY Times wrote in a story entitled: 

“Apple Sues Nexus One Maker HTC “ 
 
By BRAD STONE 
Published: March 2, 2010  

<Excerpts follow:> 

“On Tuesday, Apple sued HTC, the Taiwanese company that is the largest maker of 
smartphones running Google’s Android operating system, including the Nexus One, 
designed and sold by Google. “ 

“Though the lawsuit singles out HTC, many patent lawyers and analysts say they believe 
Apple’s target is Google and the Android operating system, which the company gives 
away to cellphone manufacturers.” 

“We can sit by and watch competitors steal our patented inventions, or we can do 
something about it. We’ve decided to do something about it,” said Steven P. Jobs, 
Apple’s chief executive, in a statement. “We think competition is healthy, but 
competitors should create their own original technology, not steal ours.” 

“The iPhone, introduced in 2007, was the first cellphone that largely did away with 
physical controls, turning the entire device into a finger-activated screen.” 

Now the iPhone looks less special. Other companies have sought to duplicate the 
technology, and similar touch-screen phones are available from Samsung, the BlackBerry 
maker Research In Motion and Google’s various partners, including HTC.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/03/technology/03patent.html?hpw
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/brad_stone/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/j/steven_p_jobs/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/eric_e_schmidt/index.html?inline=nyt-per
x
Apple has literally accused its competitors of stealing its inventions, yet it has steered clear of enforcing the patents most closely describing the features they say are being stolen.  Why is that?

x

x
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x
Steve Jobs saw the reference design for a cellular (finger touch controlled) tablet here

x
*Utility patent filings (1st design pat filed in 2004 because a design is easier to copy)



(http://www.macworld.co.uk/mac/news/index.cfm?
newsid=26391&pagtype=allchandate )

Tue, 23 Jun 2009 

Apple's patent frenzy 
The annual rate at which Apple has been filing 
patents has doubled each year since 2003
Karen Haslam

“Apple is filing  more patents than ever before...”

“....reveals that the annual rate at which Apple has been filing 
patent applications has doubled each year since 2003. “ 

“In 2004 there were just 64 patents filed by Apple. 
  In 2007 Apple filed 405 patents. “

“...no patent will be granted on an 
application  in  connection  with 
which  fraud  on  the  Office  was 
practiced  or  attempted  or  the 
duty  of  disclosure  was  violated 
through  bad  faith  or  intentional 
misconduct.” 

Fraud, Inequitable Conduct, or Violation 
of Duty of Disclosure Affects All Claims 

A finding of “fraud,” “inequitable 
conduct,” or violation of duty of 
disclosure with respect to any claim in an 
application or patent, renders all the 
claims thereof unpatentable or invalid. 

http://www.macnewsworld.com/rsstory/67400.html
http://www.macworld.co.uk/mac/news/index.cfm?newsid=26391&pagtype=allchandate
http://www.macworld.co.uk/mac/news/index.cfm?newsid=26391&pagtype=allchandate
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